We consider a d−dimensional insurance network, with initial capital a ∈ R d + , operating under a risk diversifying treaty; this is described in terms of a regulated random walk {Z n } denotes the corresponding pushing process. Ruin (in a strong sense) of {Z (a) n } is defined as the marginal deficit of each company being positive (and hence zero surplus) at some time n. A dual storage network is introduced through time reversal at sample path level over finite time horizon; the stochastic analogue is again a regulated random walk {W n } in R d + starting at 0. It is shown that ruin for {Z (a) n } corresponds to {W n } hitting open upper orthant determined by R −1 a before hitting the boundary of R d + , even at the sample path level. Under natural hypotheses, we show that P( ruin of {Z (a) n } in finite time) = lim n→∞ P(W n ≫ R −1 a : n < boundary hitting time of storage process) = lim n→∞ P(Y (0) n ≫ R −1 a : ∆Y (0) n ≫ 0). A notion of d−dimensional ladder height distribution is defined, and a PollaczekKhinchine formula derived; an expression for the ladder height distribution is presented. Our method is applicable to ruin problem for a continuous time d−dimensional Cramer-Lundberg type network, where the companies act independently in the absence of treaty.
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Introduction
Connection between ruin probabilities of actuarial risk theory and asymptotic behaviour of storage processes in queuing theory is well known in the one dimensional context for more than fifty years; for example, see [20, 29] . Such a connection has been inspired by the so called duality results for random walks in R; see [30] , and especially Chapter XII of [13] and [4] . A comprehensive exposition is given in [1] .
In recent years there has been considerable interest in multidimensional insurance models, including the associated ruin problems; see [2, 3, 9, 7] for example. Notions of ruin in these relate to the vector current surplus process hitting a preassigned open set; the latter is generally taken to be the complement of the nonnegative orthant (corresponding to at least one insurance company in the network getting ruined), or the negative orthant (corresponding to all the companies getting ruined at the same time), or a preassigned half space (corresponding to the current total surplus of all companies going below a certain level).
As pointed out by Buhlman, in spite of the unfortunate terminology, the term 'ruin of a company' does not imply that the concerned company is crashing out of business, but only highlights a "need for additional capital"; see p.133 of [6] . It is also referred to as "capital injection by the shareholders of the company" in [11] . Well known optimality properties of one and higher dimensional Skorokhod problem (see [14, 26, 8, 22] ) suggest an optimal way of going about it.
A few years back we had proposed a multidimensional insurance model in terms of Skorokhod problem (SP, for short) in an orthant, describing the joint dynamics of d insurance companies operating under a risk diversifying treaty. According to the treaty, when a company in the network needs an amount to prevent its surplus from getting wiped out, the required capital injection is obtained from other companies in the network, as well as from the shareholders in pre-agreed proportions; and the optimal way to go about is provided by the SP; see the discussion just after Theorem 2.1 below. The reflection matrix will not be diagonal in general, that is, we need to consider oblique reflection. It has been argued in [23, 24] that it results in a reasonable model. So the regulated/ reflected part of the solution to the SP gives the optimal (vector) current surplus, and the pushing part of the solution gives the optimal (vector) capital injection (for averting ruin), while operating under the risk diversifying treaty.
In this paper we consider the ruin problem for multidimensional insurance models that are described in terms of regulated random walks in a d−dimensional orthant. The reflection matrix is taken to be constant matrix. Clearly, the vector 0 has a special status, and this leads to canonical notion(s) of ruin of the network; see also [25] . We give 3 natural, but closely related, notions of ruin: ss-ruin corresponding to each company needing positive capital injection, that is, each company having nonzero marginal deficit (and hence zero surplus), at time n, s-ruin corresponding to each company having zero surplus with at least one having nonzero marginal deficit as well at n, and ruin corresponding to each company having zero surplus at n, for some n. Note that all are connected to the surplus process hitting the state 0 in finite time. Under minimal conditions, these three notions coincide with probability 1; besides, in the one-dimensional case, these coincide with the classical notion of ruin.
In our setup, the SP for the sequence of partial sums can be built out of a sequence of Linear Complementarity problems for a sequence of vectors, of course, corresponding to the same reflection matrix R. When the (discrete) time horizon is finite, through time reversal, we are led naturally to a dual discrete time regulated random walk in the d−dimensional orthant, which is referred to as a storage network. This storage network admits a reasonable interpretation. In finite time horizon, ruin of the insurance network is characterized in terms of the dual storage network crossing a certain threshold, at the sample path level; the matrix R −1 plays a major role. For considering the stochastic setup in infinite time horizon, we introduce various hypotheses, including the coordinatewise net profit condition. It is shown that the ssruin probability of the insurance network can be expressed as the probability of the storage network exceeding a certain threshold (given in terms of the initial capital) before hitting the boundary of the orthant. Moreover, it turns out that the asymptotic behaviour of the dual storage network before hitting the boundary, and the asymptotic behaviour of the pushing process (when it is strictly increasing) associated with the insurance network (with initial capital 0) are closely related. We also introduce an appropriate notion of d−dimensional ladder height distribution, and obtain a Pollaczek-Khinchine formula for ss-ruin probability; we are able to express the ladder height distribution in terms of the given data.
We now indicate a class of examples covered by our analysis. Suppose that, in the absence of the risk diversifying treaty, the joint dynamics of the companies is a continuous time d−dimensional renewal risk process given by (3.43 ) in Example 3.13. The scalar i.i.d. interarrival times, the random mechanism governing which among the companies would take the claim at an arrival time, and the i.i.d. d−dimensional claim size vectors form independent families of random variables. To study the ruin problem in this case it is enough to consider the process at claim arrival times; and the process observed only at claim arrival times constitutes a random walk in R d . So our method is applicable to study the ruin problem for such processes. An important special case is that of a Cramer-Lundberg type network; in the absence of the treaty, the joint dynamics is that of d independent one dimensional Cramer-Lundberg processes.
To our knowledge [5] seems to be the only other paper to have considered duality and multidimensional risk models. However, the approach and emphasis seem to be quite different from ours. For example, in [5] , the queueing process and the dual risk process may be based on spaces whose dimensions widely differ, with the latter being set-valued in general; also only normal reflection has been considered.
We now briefly outline the organisation of the paper. Section 2 deals with the deterministic setup, while Section 3 concerns the stochastic setup. In Section 2, we introduce insurance networks described in terms of regulated random walks in an orthant, and the notion of ruin for such networks. The dual discrete time storage network for an insurance network is then presented, over a finite time horizon. This section concludes with sample-path characterization of ruin in terms of dual storage network. Stochastic analogues are considered in Section 3 along with appropriate hypotheses. Duality results, in the sense of equality in distribution, are derived. A Pollaczek-Khinchine formula for ss-ruin probability is obtained, and the ladder height distribution is identified using duality. A detailed discussion concerning ruin problem for renewal risk type network is also given.
We now conclude Section 1 with the list of all hypotheses needed in the sequel.
Hypotheses
Notation: We shall denote by SP and LCP, respectively, the Skorokhod problem and the linear complementarity problem. For x ∈ R d , (x) i denotes the i-th component of x. For x, y ∈ R d , we shall write:
Also for vectors x, y, x ≪ y is the same as y ≫ x; similar comments apply to x ≤ y, x < y. G R d + denotes the d-dimensional nonnegative orthant, and G denotes its interior {x ∈ R d : x ≫ 0}. All random variables and processes are defined on a probability space (Ω, F , P); E denotes expectation w.r.t. P.
Vectors will be denoted by lower case alphabets, while random variables by capital letters.
, and spectral radius of P is strictly less than 1. Here R denotes reflection matrix. 
that is, (X ℓ ) i has no atoms in (0, ∞); however, there can be an atom at 0.
Note that (H1),(H2) concern only the reflection matrix R, and involve no probabilistic assumptions. Our analysis on deterministic set up in Section 2 will involve only (H1). Remark 1.1 (i) By the spectral radius condition in (H1) note that
is a matrix with nonnegative entries, with diagonal entries ≥ 1.
(ii) In the context of insurance models, in addition to (H1), it is natural to assume that j =i P ij ≤ 1 for all i, that is P is a substochastic matrix.
(iii) Note that (H2) holds if P is irreducible; see [28] . It also holds in the feedforward case.
Deterministic setup
In this section we introduce the deterministic analogues of insurance and storage networks described in terms of regulated random walks in an orthant. We establish duality results in a finite discrete time horizon at sample path level.
SP and LCP
We now describe Skorokhod problem (SP, for short) in an orthant for partial sums in the deterministic set up; this basically involves solving a sequence of linear complementarity problems (LCP). Required references on SP will be given at appropriate places, while [10] is an encyclopaedic work on LCP; [19] gives an exposition on the connection between SP and LCP. Let R be a reflection matrix satisfying (H1).
n , n ≥ 0} of sequences in R d is said to be a solution to the deterministic Skorokhod problem SP ({a + u n }, R) if the following hold:
or equivalently in vector notation
where ∆y
n−1 , n ≥ 1 as vectors; moreover (y (a)
Note that (s2) is a constraint, while (2.3 ) in (s3) is a minimality condition. We refer to {y
n } respectively as the pushing part, regulated/ reflected part of the solution to SP ({a + u n }, R).
To describe the linear complementarity problem, let η ∈ R d and R as above. We say a pair ξ, ζ ∈ R d is a solution to LCP (η, R) if ζ = η + Rξ, ξ ≥ 0, ζ ≥ 0 as vectors, and ξ, ζ = 0. We denote ξ = Φ(η, R), ζ = Ψ(η, R) and call them respectively the pushing part, regulated part of the solution.
A compilation of required results on deterministic (or equivalently sample path) SP for partial sums is given below. For details and proofs see [15, 26, 19, 8, 18, 21, 22] and references therein.
n } is the solution pair to SP ({a + u n }, R) if and only if for n = 1, 2, · · · (∆y
See Theorem 6 of [18] , and Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 4.1 of [22] for proofs of (2.4 ) -(2.7 ).
The framework above can be given the following interpretation in the context of insurance models. We consider d insurance companies operating under a risk diversification treaty specified in terms of R, with P being a substochastic matrix. Claims are assumed to arrive at regular intervals k = 1, 2, · · · , and are settled instantaneously. According to the treaty, if Company i requires an amount (∆θ k ) i at time k to avert ruin, then for j = i, Company j gives P ij (∆θ k ) i = |R ji |(∆θ k ) i from its surplus; any shortfall has to be provided by the shareholders of Company i as capital injection; for j = i, if Company j is not able give from its surplus, then Company j may also have to get capital injection. So the surplus of any company is required to be nonnegative. The spectral radius condition in (H1) means that the network is 'open', in the sense that capital injection for the entire network is also possible; this makes the Skorokhod problem well posed. With each company striving to minimize its liability, Skorokhod problem provides the optimal way of operating under the treaty. So under optimality, a company can invoke the treaty only when it is in the red, and the amount it gets from all sources is just enough to keep it afloat. See [23, 24] . In view of the above, note that Thus the regulated/ reflected part of the solution to SP ({a + u n }, R) gives the optimal joint dynamics of d companies operating under the treaty. Many notions introduced in the sequel are related to insurance models.
3 notions of ruin
Clearly the state 0 has a special place in our set up. In [25] we had defined ruin as the event that the regulated process hitting the origin; this definition works well when dealing with continuous random variables. However this definition may not be strong enough if the process can hit 0 without any sector being in deficit. Therefore we now define three natural closely related notions of ruin; as we shall see later, these notions coincide under certain probabilistic assumptions. Let a, R, ∆y
n be as above. We say ruin occurs for {z
k > 0 for some k ≥ 1; and ss-ruin occurs for {z
Because of the minimality condition (2.3 ), note that ss-ruin implies sruin which in turn implies ruin. Note that ss-ruin denotes each company having nonzero marginal deficit (and hence zero surplus) at time n, while s-ruin corresponds to each company having zero surplus with at least one having nonzero marginal deficit as well at time n, and ruin means that each company having zero surplus at time n, for some n.
Let n ≥ 1 be fixed. Using (2.3 ) for n, the Skorokhod equation (2.2 ) successively for k ≤ n, and uniqueness of the solution to LCP (z
(Note that the difference between the two sides of the last inequality in the string (2.8 ) is Φ(z 
Moreover, in all three cases, if left side holds then
Proof: (2.9 ) has been established prior to the statement of the proposition. Replacing ≫ by >, ≥, respectively, in the proof of (2.9 ), one can prove (2.10 ), (2.11 ). Now (2.12 ) is an easy consequence.
Storage network in finite discrete time horizon
We begin with an elementary observation.
Proposition 2.3 Let R satisfy (H1). Then for any
In particular, LCP (θ, R −1 ) has a unique solution pair for any θ ∈ R d .
Proof: Clearly
Hence, whenever χ ≥ 0, ̟ ≥ 0, χ, ̟ = 0 hold, (2.13 ) would also hold. As R is invertible, uniqueness of LCP corresponding to R −1 follows from that of LCP corresponding to R.
We now consider Skorokhod problem for a collection of partial sums related to the earlier one through time reversal. To describe the sample path (or equivalently the deterministic) set up, we need to look at a finite discrete time horizon.
Assume that R satisfies (H1). Let n ≥ 1 be fixed. Let
where
follows from Proposition 2.3; see also [19] . We refer to this set up as a deterministic storage network in finite discrete time horizon; here, v k , w k are, respectively, pushing and regulated parts of the storage network.
We now give an interpretation of the storage network. Suppose there are d storage depots of infinite capacity; let the initial stock be 0 at each depot. While demands might be continuously made, fresh stocks and reinforcements arrive only at the end of periods k = 1, 2 · · · ; readings only at the end of the periods are available. Following assumptions are made.
(a) All demand at a depot during a certain period is met at the end of the same period, if necessary by bringing in reinforcement.
(b) A need for reinforcement at Depot i at the end of period k, indicates that available stock at the end of period k, including the arrival (and possible inflow as given in this paragraph later) at the end of period k, has not been sufficient to fulfil the demand. This can trigger increased demand at Depots j = i during subsequent periods. So reinforcements are sent to Depots j = i as well at the end of the same period k; such an inflow at Depot j can also be used to take care of possible unfulfilled demand at that depot at the end of period k. (Such a mechanism may be motivated by a desire to avoid wider customer dissatisfaction in a cooperative setting, or as an attractive business opportunity in a competitive setting.) (c) Reinforcement supplied to Depot i at the end of period k (due to unfulfilled demand at that depot) is just enough to fulfil the shortfall at the end period k; that is, reinforcement is 'minimal'.
The above interpretation leads to the following meanings.
(û k ) i = (amount of fresh supply arriving at Depot i at the end of period k) minus (demand at Depot i during the period (k − 1, k]); (w k ) i = current stock at Depot i at the end of period k, after taking into account all reinforcements to Depot i till the end of period k; so (w k ) i ≥ 0 for all i, k;
(R −1 ) ii (∆v k ) i = amount of reinforcement sent to Depot i at the end of period k, due to unfulfilled demand after taking into account existing stock, fresh supply and inflow to Depot i due to shortfall at other depots at the end period k;
of reinforcement (inflow) sent to Depot i due to shortfall at Depot j, for j = i, at the end of period k.
Therefore note that
In such a case (w k ) i = 0, that is,
Note: The storage network described above might be suitable when the depots are viewed upon as different banks in a small geographical region. Reinforcement at one bank can result in (defensive) inflow at other banks; of course, it is assumed that the exact quantum of reinforcement at one bank is known (or made known) to other banks without delay. The set up can also be looked upon as different branches of the same bank, with reinforcements coming only from a central node (which is not considered part of the network).
A connection
Let n ≥ 1 be fixed; let u k ∈ R d , 1 ≤ k ≤ n, a ∈ G, and R be a matrix as before. We consider {y (a)
Define n ≫ 0, then ϑ R −1 a ≤ n < σ bd , and w n ≫ R −1 a.
Proof: By the string (2.8 ),
−1 ) and (2.14 ), we now get ∆v k = 0, w k ≫ 0 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and w n ≫ R −1 a. Result now follows by definitions (2.16 ),(2.17 ). Our next objective is to prove a converse of Lemma 2.4. If {w k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n} does not hit ∂G, and w n ≫ R −1 a, in the phraseology of storage network, note the following. At k = n − 1, w n−1 is more than sufficient to meet any potential reinforcement required due to (û n − R −1 a), (in the sense that w n−1 is enough to meet any reinforcement that may be required due tô u n and still be left with a stock of at least R −1 a.) And at k = 1, 2, · · · , (n − 2), w k is more than sufficient to meet any potential reinforcement required due toû k+1 , · · · ,û n−1 , (û n − R −1 a). For fixed 1 ≤ k ≤ (n − 1), note that part of the potential reinforcement required due toû k+m can be met from u k+1 , · · · ,û k+m−1 .
The above comments lead us to the following finite auxiliary sequence of LCP's. Let ∆ξ
, and ∆ξ
It may be noted that the above auxiliary sequence of LCP's does not form an SP. However, we have the following.
Lemma 2.5 Let R satisfy (H1)
as required. The other assertion is similarly proved. Lemma 2.6 Let R satisfy (H1). Let n ≥ 1 be fixed, and a ∈ G. If ϑ R −1 a ≤ n < σ bd and w n ≫ R −1 a, then ∆y
Proof: The discussion following Lemma 2.4 indicates that we first look at k = n − 1. To find the potential reinforcement required due toû
is the potential reinforcement required due to (−R −1 a − R (a) u 1 ). So by the hypothesis, it follows that w n−1 ≫ R −1 ∆ξ (a)
1 . Proceeding analogously for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, by (2. 19 ) we see that at time k, the potential reinforcement required due toû k+1 , · · · ,û n−1 ,
n−k . Hence by our hypothesis it now follows that w k ≫ R −1 ∆ξ
n−1 . Hence it follows by Proposition 2.2 that ∆y The above discussion can be extended to quantities related to other two notions of ruin as well. For this define
Note that σ 0 is the first hitting time of the origin 0, while θ R −1 a is the first entrance time into the set [ 
Proof: As ∆y (a)
n > 0 does not necessarily imply z (a) n = 0, we need to specify it as well; similarly v n = 0 has to be spelt out. With these modifications, replacing ≫ by > at appropriate places in the earlier discussion/ results, the theorem can be established.
For {w k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n}, denote the first entrance time into the closed upper orthant {x ≥ R −1 a} by
Similar analysis, replacing ≫ by ≥ leads to Theorem 2.9 (i) Let R satisfy (H1). Let n ≥ 1 be fixed, and a ∈ G. Then z 
Stochastic setup
In Section 2 we had derived some sample path duality results. We now consider the corresponding situation in the stochastic setup. The connection among the ruin probability of an insurance network with initial capital a, certain asymptotic behaviour of the storage network starting at 0, and an appropriate asymptotic functional of the pushing process of the insurance network with initial capital 0, is our goal. We make the assumptions (H1)-(H8) at various stages.
Two related regulated random walks
Let a ∈ G denote the vector of initial capitals. Solving the deterministic problem SP ({a + U ℓ (ω)}, R) path-by-path, that is, taking u n = U n (ω), n ≥ 1 for an arbitrary but fixed ω ∈ Ω, we get the pushing process {Y (a) n : n ≥ 0}, and regulated process {Z 
where ∆Y (a)
So the pair of processes {Y
n : n ≥ 0} solves the Skorokhod problem SP ({a + U k }, R).
Suppose (H3)-(H5) hold in addition to (H1). Then the partial sums (a +
n , n ≥ 0 is a regulated random walk starting at a with Y (a) n being the corresponding pushing process. This set up represents a discrete time insurance network operating under a risk diversifying treaty.
Next, putÛ
, · · · recursively we get the pushing process {V n : n ≥ 0}, and regulated process {W n : n ≥ 0} satisfying
(DS3) ∆V n (ω) ≥ 0 as vectors; also
Thus the pair of processes {V n , W n : n ≥ 0} solves the Skorokhod problem
. Under the hypotheses (H1),(H3)-(H5), as before, W n , n ≥ 0 is a regulated random walk in the orthant starting at 0. This is the stochastic analogue of the storage network considered earlier, but now over an infinite time horizon.
The next two results give implications of the coordinatewise net profit condition; see also the proof of Proposition 2.2 of [25] .
Proposition 3.1 Let (H1),(H3)-(H5),(H8) hold. Then there is a G−valued random variable H 0 such that
Moreover, for a.e.ω, there exists an integer k(ω) such that (∆Y
is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. So by the strong law of large numbers there is B ∈ F with P(B) = 1 such that
Hence for ω ∈ B there is an integer n 0 (ω) such that
Observe that (3.5 ) now follows from (2.7 ). From the above and (2.7 ) we also get that ∆Y
Analogous to (2.16 ),(2.21 ) respectively, define
(3.7)
Proposition 3.2 Let (H1),(H3)-(H5),(H8) hold. Then
Proof: Let B be as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. By (1.1 ), R −1 has only nonnegative entries with diagonal entries ≥ 1. Hence
Remark 3.3 Suppose n ≥ 1 is arbitrary but fixed. Note that the random variable (U n , U n−1 , · · · , U 1 ) has the same distribution as (U 1 , · · · , U n−1 , U n ). Hence the pathwise discussion in Section 2 for w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n−1 , w n is applicable to random variables W 1 , W 2 , · · · , W n−1 , W n in the sense of results holding in law, that is, equality in law; (= d shall denote equality in law.)
Ruin of insurance network
We now define ruin times corresponding to the notions of ruin introduced to earlier. For a ∈ G, ω ∈ Ω define
ss (ω) is taken to be +∞ if there is no k ≥ 1 satisfying the requirement; similar comment applies to the other cases. Clearly ̺ (a)
are ruin times corresponding to, respectively, ss-ruin, sruin, ruin.
The next result indicates when the three notions may coincide. 
Proposition 3.4 Let (H1),(H3)-(H5),(H7) hold, and c ≫ 0. Then for any
The required conclusion now follows. The next result implies that various events associated with ss-ruin, like stochastic analogues of the string (2.8 ), have positive probability. (
Proof: Let ℓ ≥ 1. Let k be as in (H2). Take β = max{(R
Consequently, as A ℓ > 0 and independent of (X ℓ ) k , we now get P((X ℓ ) k > βA ℓ ) > 0. So by the definition of β note that P(
The first assertion now follows. As U ℓ are i.i.d. random variables, note that δ 0 does not depend on ℓ. An application of the second Borel-Cantelli lemma now gives the second assertion. This proves (i).
To prove (ii), let
Proceeding as in (i), we get that P((X ℓ ) k > βA ℓ + β 0 ) > 0. Required conclusion is obtained as above.
3.3
Pollaczek-Khinchine formula
We will now confine ourselves to the ss-ruin problem. Besides being the appropriate d−dimensional analogue of the classical ruin problem, it seems to be more amenable to analysis. Of course, Proposition 3.4 gives sufficient conditions for the three notions of ruin to be equivalent with probability one. We begin with a duality result.
Theorem 3.6 Assume (H1)-(H6),(H8). Let a ∈ G. Then
ss , σ bd are given respectively by (3.9 ),(3.6 ). Moreover P(∆Y (a) n ≫ 0) > 0 and hence P(σ bd > n) > 0 for any n ≥ 1. Also
(3.14)
Proof: Note that the equality in (3.13 ) follows by part (i) of Theorem 2.7. Now taking b = R −1 a in part (ii) of Proposition 3.5, we see that P(̺ (a) ss = 1) > 0; so the first inequality in (3.13 ) follows. By (H8), E((R −1 U 1 ) i ) > 0, and hence P((R −1 U 1 ) i > 0) > 0 for all i. Hence P(W 1 ∈ ∂G) > 0; that is, P(σ bd = 1) > 0. Consequently the second inequality in (3.13 ) now follows. Next fix n ≥ 1; we proceed as in the proof of part (i) of Proposition 3.5. Note that R −1 X n is independent of R −1 Z (a) + A n R −1 c; so by (H2),(H6) we get
n−1 ) > 0, which is equivalent to ss-ruin Proposition 2.2. So by part (i) of Theorem 2.7, the second assertion follows. Finally, by Proposition 3.2, it follows that lim n→∞ P(σ bd > n) = 0. Hence (3.13 ) now implies (3.14 ).
Now assume (H1)-(H6),(H8). Note that the
n ) : n = 0, 1, 2, · · · }, with initial capital 0, is a strong Markov process starting at (0, 0). As there is no dispersion, and as drift, reflection are constants, {Z (0) n : n = 0, 1, 2, · · · } is also a strong Markov process starting at 0. Take τ 0 ≡ 0. For n ≥ 1, define 15) if the set {k ≥ τ n−1 (ω) + 1 :
Note that τ k , k ≥ 0 are stopping times w.r.t. the natural filtration.
For convenience, write
in the above note that Now by the second assertion in Proposition 3.1, note that for a.e.ω ∈ Ω, there is n 0 (ω) such that τ n (ω) = +∞, and hence L n (ω) = 0 for all n ≥ n 0 (ω). Define
From the above it is clear that β < ∞ with probability 1.
Note that Z (0) (τ n , ω) = 0 if τ n (ω) < ∞. Consequently, by the strong Markov property, conditional on τ n < ∞,
are (n + 1) independent stochastic processes; also the first n of these, that is, corresponding to k = 0, 1, · · · , n − 1 are identically distributed as well.
In particular, conditional on τ n < ∞, while the (n + 1) random variables τ 1 , τ 2 −τ 1 , · · · , τ n −τ n−1 , τ n+1 −τ n are independent, the first n of these are i.i.d. finite valued random variables; (here τ n+1 − τ n is taken as +∞ when τ n+1 = +∞.) Hence, conditional on
are independent, and (3.20) Note that α + is a defective distribution, while α 0 is the corresponding normalized probability distribution both concentrated on G. Take M 0 ≡ 0, and for n ≥ 1, define
Theorem 3.7 Assume (H1)-(H6),(H8). Let ̺ (a)
ss , σ bd , ϑ R −1 a be as in Theorem 3.6. Denote p P(Û 1 ∈ G) = P(−R −1 U 1 ∈ G); note that 0 < p < 1. Then (β − 1) has a geometric distribution with parameter (1 − p), α + (G) = p, and the distribution of M is the geometric compound 22) for any Borel set B ⊆ {0} ∪ G. Moreover ruin probability for the insurance network is given by
Proof: By hypotheses (H5),(H6),(H1) and (1.1 ) we get p > 0; by the coordinatewise net profit condition (H8) it is clear that p < 1. As 0 = R −1 0, we have
Clearly {σ bd ≤ ϑ 0 } = {σ bd < ϑ 0 } = {σ bd = 1} as events. Consequently by Theorem 3.6
From the discussion preceding the theorem, conditional on τ n < ∞, note that L 1 , · · · , L n are i.i.d. random vectors with distribution α 0 for each n; also
Since {τ j < ∞, j ≤ k} = {τ k < ∞}, k ≥ 1, proceeding recursively and using (3.24 ),(3.25 ), we have
Thus β − 1 has a geometric distribution with parameter 1 − p. From (3.25 ) it also follows that α + (G) = p. Clearly
By (3.27 ),(3.24 ), we get P(M = 0) = (1 − p). Now by (3.21 ), conditional on β = n + 1, it is seen that M n is distributed as α * (n) 0
. Hence, using (3.26 ) , (3.19 ) , for any Borel set B ⊆ G,
By (3.21 ) , note that
Therefore by the definition of ruin, Corollary 2.10, Theorem 3.6 we get for any a ∈ G,
From (3.28 ), (3.30 ) , required conclusions (3.22 ),(3.23 ) follow.
Theorem 3.8 Assume (H1)-(H6),(H8). Let
Then the following hold:
(i) (σ bd −1) has a geometric distribution with parameter (1−p), and hence
(ii) ν is a probability measure concentrated on {0} ∪ G, such that
other words
Proof: We already have 0 < p < 1; also µ + (G c ) = 0, by (3.32 ). Thus µ + is a defective distribution and µ 0 a probability distribution, both concentrated on G.
is concentrated on G; consequently the geometric compound ν is a probability measure concentrated on {0} ∪ G.
By (3.6 ) and Proposition 3.2, 1 ≤ σ bd < ∞ with probability 1. Also by (3.24 ), P(σ bd − 1 = 0) = P(β − 1 = 0) = 1 − p.
By Theorem 2.7 and Remark 3.3, we get for k = 1, 2, · · ·
where [γ : A] stands for the random variable γ restricted to the set A.
{σ bd > ℓ}, and
Thus σ bd − 1 has a geometric distribution with parameter (1 − p). Clearly W (σ bd − 1) = W (0) = 0 if σ bd − 1 = 0. By the arguments given in the derivation of (3.39 ), and (3.31 ) it follows that on {σ bd − 1 = k},
Note that (3.35 ) is clear from the above arguments.
To prove M = d max k<σ bd W k , it is enough to consider the case σ bd > 1, equivalently β > 1. Now by Theorem 2.7 and Remark 3.3, we have
where [γ : A] stands for the random variable γ restricted to the set A. Hence by (3.29 ), P((max
Next, since β < ∞ with probability 1, for a.e.ω we have
k (ω) ≫ 0, for some k that may depend on ω. So again by Theorem 2.7 and Remark 3.3 as above, Remark 3.9 In the classical one-dimensional renewal risk (Sparre Anderson) model, recall that "ruin" is defined as the event that the surplus goes strictly below zero level in finite time. This is the same as ∆y n ≫ 0 for some n ≥ 1 in our frame work in terms of the one-dimensional Skorokhod problem with G = (0, ∞) and normal reflection; so R = R −1 = 1. Also this is true even at the sample path level, that is, in the deterministic set up. In the classical model, Pollaczek-Khinchine formula for ruin problem is generally expressed as a compound geometric distribution involving the one-dimensional ladder height distribution; for definition of ladder height distribution in the classical model (without any reference to Skorokhod problem), relevant proofs and more information, see Chapter 6 of [27] . In view of Theorems 3.7, 3.8, it is clear that our definition and the classical notion of ladder height distribution coincide in the one-dimensional case. So α + given by (3.19 ) , or equivalently µ + given by (3.32 ), can be regarded as the d−dimensional analogue of ladder height distribution; moreover µ + gives an explicit expression for the ladder height distribution in the d−dimensional renewal risk set up. In fact, when d = 1, and A 1 , X 1 both have exponential distributions, (that is, in the classical Cramer-Lundberg model with exponential claim sizes,) it is easy to verify that r.h.s. of (3.32 ) (or rh.s. of (3.36 )) is an appropriate multiple of the integrated tail distribution of claim sizes. For the general one dimensional Cramer-Lundberg model, it is known that the ladder height distribution is the same as the integrated tail of claim sizes; see [27] Note: (3.22 ) (or equivalently (3.23 )), (3.33 ) (or equivalently (3.37 )) may be considered Pollaczek-Khinchine formula for multidimensional ruin problem. Because of (3.32 ), all the quantities on r.h.s. of (3.33 ), (3.37 ) are in terms of the given data of the model.
Following corollary is a version of the duality theorem in one dimension; see [1] . = 0 whenever it is not strictly positive. Clearly W (σ 0 ) = 0. Now put γ 0 = 0, γ 1 = σ 0 , and γ n = inf{k ≥ γ n−1 + 1 : W k = 0}, n ≥ 1, denoting successive times of visit to the origin. As W (γ j ) = 0 for all j ≥ 1, by the strong Markov property of {W ℓ }, it follows that between successive visits to the origin, the process behaves like independent copies of {W 0 , W 1 , · · · W (σ 0 − 1)}. Therefore by the proof of Theorem 3.8, we now get W n converges in distribution to W (σ 0 − 1); (3.42 ) is also a consequence of Theorem 3.8.
One-dimensional duality theorem is given in Corollary 3.2 on p.49 of [1] , or Theorem 5.1.2 on p.151 of [27] . Note that W k = d max j≤k W j if k < σ 0 , one-dimensional analogue of a portion of (3.40 ), is implicit in the proofs given in these references, incidentally, using the one-dimensional Skorokhod reflection map.
Note: For d ≥ 2 note that M = 0 does not imply Y
n (ω) = 0 for all n. However, for d = 1 the implication holds.
Note: Let d ≥ 2. Note that P(σ bd = σ 0 ) > 0; because of the coordinatewise net profit condition, this probability could even be substantial. It is not clear what conditions ensure P(σ bd = σ 0 ) = 1. It is also not clear when the process {W n } has a limiting distribution.
Remark 3.11
Observe that the hypotheses (H2), (H6) ensure that the various events associated with ruin have positive probability even if claim size vector has only one nonzero component, provided that the nonzero component is sufficiently large, as proved in Proposition 3.5. In fact, these two conditions can be replaced with respectively, the regulated/ reflected process and the pushing process. If the claim size distribution is continuous, then it is easily seen that the events {H (a) (t) < 0 for some t > 0} and {∆Y (a) (t) > 0 for some t > 0} coincide with probability 1. So the classical notion of ruin probability and all 3 notions of ruin probability discussed here are the same with probability 1. In particular, by Corollary 3.10 and (3.47 ), it follows that P(Y ∞ has Pareto(α−1) distribution. Thus the rich reservoir of results from ruin theory (see [1, 12, 27] can be used to get information on the asymptotics of the pushing process of Skorokhod problem.
Example 3.15 Suppose P(X ℓ ≫ x) > 0, ∀x ∈ G, ℓ = 1, 2, · · · Take R = I, the identity matrix. Then (H9) given in Remark 3.11 is satisfied; clearly (H1) holds. If (H3)-(H5),(H7),(H8) also hold, then by Remark 3.11, our analysis is applicable in this case as well. This situation corresponds to the companies operating without the risk diversifying treaty, claim arrival times being the same for all companies, but claim sizes may be dependent; that is, the d companies jointly take care of different (possibly dependent) components of the vector claims, or the companies take care of each claim in nonzero proportions. Capital injection needed by a company is completely taken care of by its shareholders. In this set up, ruin of the network is the same as the d−dimensional renewal risk process H (a) (·) given by (3.43 ) operating without the risk diversifying treaty hitting the negative orthant.
